
7 days croatia 
itinerary. 



croatia.

With over 1100 islands, the country of Croatia can also 
be called the Caribbean of the Mediterranean. During 
your yacht charter holiday, you will be able to explore 
the stunning archipelagos and the breathtaking 
Dalmatian coast. It is hard not to fall in love with 
Croatia as soon as you arrive. 

This spectacular country may well be Europe’s hidden 
gem and its star is rising fast. And no 
wonder…everyone who has ever been lucky enough to 
charter a yacht in Croatia cannot wait to come back. 
And who can blame them? Croatia is the ultimate 
yachting temptation and a charter experience in its 
magnificent waters is a visit you will never, ever, forget.
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itinerary.

Trogir

Split

Hvar

Brac

Pakleni Otoci

Korcula

National Park of Mljet

Dubrovnik

Bay of Cavtat

Bay of Kotor

day 1

day 2

day 3

day 4

day 5

day 6

day 7



day 1.

Arrival on boat in Trogir. Welcome drinks and canapes 
onboard, departing from Trogir, stopping for swim in 
nice bay underway to Split - 14NM distance (0120hrs).  

Split, a main historical city in Dalmatia, offers a 
wonderful walk through old town where you can find 
great restaurants like:

Trogir & Split

MA-TONI: 
http://www.ma-toni.com 

ZRNO SOLI RESTAURANT: 
https://www.zrnosoli.hr  

BOKERIA SPLIT: 
https://www.facebook.com/bokeriasplit/ 
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day 2.

Departing from Split in the morning hours, and sailing 
toward the island of Hvar, underway we can stop in the 
Bay of Milna on the island of Brac. Distance of 27NM 
(0230hrs). Hvar is well known as a party place, and we 
highly recommend Hvar’s Gariful  
(https://hvar-gariful.hr) for dinner. Please note that the 
port of Hvar is the busiest port on Adriatic, so to secure 
the berth, last time to show up would be 1400 hrs. If 
not, we can stay in the bay at anchor and we can take 
you to Hvar anytime with a tender or taxi boat.

Brac & Hvar

https://hvar-gariful.hr
https://hvar-gariful.hr


day 3.

Swimming in Pakleni otoci just opposite of Hvar Island, 
where you can find the great Restaurant Antonio Patak 
or the beach club Laganini, Late afternoon we can sail 
south towards Korcula - Distance of trip is 34NM 
(03.00hrs) - The town of Korcula has a very nice marina 
just in front of the old town.

Pakleni Otoci & Korcula
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day 4.

We can start the day by swimming on MORO Beach 
Stupe beach club (https://www.stupe.hr) where we can 
rent jet skis and swim in turquoise water. Afterwards 
we can have a short sail towards the national park of 
Mljet, where we will stay in the bay overnight. Mljet is a 
national park with two salt water lakes and small 
traditional houses. Distance of 12NM will make this 
sailing trip just a bit over a hour.

National Park of Mljet

https://www.stupe.hr


day 5.

From Mljet we can sail south 30nm towards Dubrovnik, 
underway we can visit Sipanska luka for a nice swim and 
lunch. Afterwards we will sail to Dubrovnik. Old city of 
Dubrovnik has history since 7thcentury, in new history 
well known by scenes from Game of Thrones. Visit the 
old city of Dubrovnik, which is also well known by 
scenes the heart of the old town Michelin star 
restaurant 360 is located.
 (https://360dubrovnik.com/) 

*Please note prebooking a table is a must for this restaurant. 

Dubrovnik
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day 6.

After departure from Dubrovnik around noon we have 
a short sail to the bay of Cavtat where we can swim and 
enjoy jet skis. The Bay of Cavtat is the last port in 
Croatia where we will need to do customs and police 
(wich will take 30 mins). Afterwards we can have 
sunset dinner onboard underway to Montenegro. Once 
we arrive in Montenegro, we proceed with customs 
formalities to enter Montenegro. Distance in total 
33NM (0300hrs).

Bay of Cavtat & 
Montenegro



day 7.

One of the Mediterranean's most distinctive and 
striking landscapes. The Bay of Kotor, located on the 
south side of the Adriatic Sea, consists of 4 small bays, 
which are all surrounded by mountains of 1000-1700 m 
rising directly from the water. Passing through Verige 
strait towards Perast, there are two islets. Natural island 
with the church of St. George and an artificial island – 
Our Lady of the Rocks, which is one of the most visited 
churches on the Adriatic. The story of the origin of this 
islet and the church itself is quite interesting. Namely, 
back in 1452, two brothers, the Morteshics from Perast, 
found a picture of Our Lady with a child on a small rock, 
on a cliff near St. George. Encouraged by inexplicable 
events related to the painting, the people of Perast 
decide to build a chapel on a cliff and keep the image of 
Our Lady there. 

Bay of Kotor
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On behalf of the entire team at Boatsters Black, it will be a 
true pleasure to welcome you aboard one of our yachts for 
charter in Croatia. 

In an ever changing world, we feel it is so important to take 
the time to step back, relax and enjoy life. Surround yourself 
with the serenity of the sea, explore magical new places, and 
create unmatched memories with your loved ones. We 
promise that this vacation will be one to treasure a lifetime, 
filled with unforgettable moments. This itinerary, customized 
with activities handpicked for you, is about to begin!

It has been a pleasure planning this memorable charter for 
you and we cannot wait to hear all of your stories. The crew 
will be looking forward to your arrival and we trust you will be 
in the best hands.

Wishing you a lovely time exploring all Croatia has to offer!

Mallorca Office HQ
+34 871 180 020

Amsterdam 
+31 (20) 261 57 95

Munich
+49 1512 8807 857

Knokke-Heist
+32 475 259 231

Helsinki
+35 8403 564 752

welcome aboard.
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Josh Cripps
Superyacht Charter  Manager

Email: josh@boatsters.com

Mob:  +34 632 752 743

mailto:josh@boatsters.com


we take it personally.


